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Separation of fetal electrocardiography (ECG) from composite ECG using adaptive linear neural network for fetal monitoring
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The signal strength of the maternal ECG (MECG) is usually many times that of the fetal ECG (FECG). Separating FECG from abdominal ECG (AECG) is therefore always a challenge. Some multiple-lead algorithms use the thoracic MECG to cancel the MECG in the AECG to get FECG, though this is inconvenient for the patient during long-term monitoring. Hence, this paper describes an adaptive method to separate fetal ECG from composite electrocardiography (ECG) that consists of both maternal and fetal ECGs by using adaptive linear neural network (ADALINE) for easy fetal monitoring. The input signal is the maternal signal and the target signal is the composite signal. The network emulate maternal signal as closely as possible to abdominal signal, thus only predict the maternal ECG in the abdominal ECG. The network error equals abdominal ECG minus maternal ECG, which is the fetal ECG. The characteristic that enables fetal extraction is due to the correlation between maternal ECG signals and the abdominal ECG signal of pregnant woman. A graphic user interface (GUI) program is written in Matlab to detect the changes in extracted fetal ECG by different values of momentum, learning rate and initial weights used in the network. However, the learning rate, momentum and initial weights are adjusted until the results are reasonably well. It is found that filtering performs best by high learning rate, low momentum and small initial weights.
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INTRODUCTION

Biomedical signal means a collective electrical signal acquired from any organ that represents a physical variable of interest where the signal is considered in general a function of time and is describable in terms of its amplitude, frequency and phase. FECG is a biomedical signal that gives electrical representation of fetal heart rate to obtain the vital information about the condition of the fetus during pregnancy and labour from the recordings on the mother’s body surface. The FECG signal is a comparatively weak signal (less than 20% of the mother ECG) and often embedded in noise. The fetal heart rate lies in the range from 1.3 to 3.5 Hz. The fetal heart rate (FHR) monitoring enables accurate measurement of fetal cardiac performance, including transient or permanent abnormalities of rhythm. Sometimes, the FECG is the only information source in early stage diagnostic of fetal health and status. The FECG is very much related to the adult ECG, containing the same basic waveforms, including the P-wave, the QRS complex and the T-wave. The PQRST complex, as shown in Figure 1, is an electric signal produced by the contraction of the...
and fetal ECG QRS's coincide with each other. This causes the MECG to completely overlap the FECG so arises in detecting the fetal QRS complexes from the FECG. This composite signal may also contain a relatively large amount of noise, and may be further distorted by muscle and breathing movements. A relatively weak FECG also causes difficulties. The signal strength of the MECG is usually many times that of the FECG. Therefore, it is definitely an issue if the maternal and fetal ECG QRS's coincide with each other. This causes the MECG to completely overlap the FECG so that only the MECG QRS is detectable. To overcome the aforementioned problems, some multiple-lead algorithms use the thoracic MECG to cancel the MECG in the AECG to get FECG (Khamene and Negahdaripour, 2000), though this is inconvenient for the patient during long-term monitoring.

Fetal signal reside within abdominal ECG of pregnant woman, together with the maternal signal. Maternal signal is the dominating ECG in the abdominal ECG and is easily susceptible to noise corruption due to its weaker amplitude (Costa and Moraes, 2000). Maternal ECG needs to be filtered out from abdominal ECG of pregnant woman, before the fetal ECG can be fed into QRS detection network. QRS complex detection is important, so that RR-interval can be extracted for monitoring of fetal condition. It is also important in determining the fetal heart rate and in detecting multiple fetuses during pregnancy. It is mostly useful during labor and delivery (Azad et al., 1998; Vullings et al., 2009).

Recent research shows that the nonlinear domain can be modeled more accurately with artificial intelligence technologies. Some approaches like fuzzy logic and moving averaged have been proposed to extract fetal ECG from abdominal ECG of pregnant woman (Hasan et al., 2009; Park et al., 1992). Among different artificial intelligence tools, neural networks are increasingly applied to detect and extract fetal ECG (Rodrigues et al., 2001). Neural network is chosen, mainly because it is adaptive to the nonlinear and time-varying features of ECG signal. It can be trained to recognize the normal waveform and filter out the unnecessary artifacts.

The network needs to consider the existence of noises in the ECG signal, including power line interference, motion artifacts, baseline drift, ECG amplitude modulation with respiration and other composite noises beside maternal signal. The noise can cause inaccurate detection of QRS complex.

In this paper, the framework of fetal ECG extraction using adaptive neural network is proposed. Adaptive

1. The P-wave reflects the contraction of the atriales.
2. The QRS-complex is associated with the contraction of the ventricles. Due to the magnitude of the R-wave, it is extremely reliable.
3. The T-wave, which corresponds to the repolarisation phase which follows each heart contraction.

The delay associated to the R-R interval leads to the heartbeats frequency. R-R interval gives useful information for the heart condition.

During the last 20 years, the QRS detection has been one of the most frequently addressed tasks in ECG signal processing (Poli et al., 1995; Hasan et al., 2009; Algunaidi et al., 2011). However, the reliability of the detection has been a question when the signal is accompanied by maternal signal and various sources of noise contamination, such as baseline drifts, motion artifacts and muscular activity.

The recording and monitoring of the FHR from electrodes on the maternal abdomen is the most convenient option for an ambulatory recorder, although, it involves overcoming several difficulties. The difficulty arises in detecting the fetal QRS complexes from the AECG signal, which consists of both the MECG and FECG. This composite signal may also contain a relatively large amount of noise, and may be further distorted by muscle and breathing movements. A relatively weak FECG also causes difficulties. The signal strength of the MECG is usually many times that of the FECG. Therefore, it is definitely an issue if the maternal and fetal ECG QRS's coincide with each other. This causes the MECG to completely overlap the FECG so that only the MECG QRS is detectable. To overcome the aforementioned problems, some multiple-lead algorithms
The adaptive linear neural network filter architecture is shown in Figure 2. Linear networks that are adjusted at each time step based on new input and target vectors can find weights and biases, which minimize the network's sum-squared error for recent input and target vectors.

The adaptive linear neural network is designed to extract the fetal ECG from abdominal ECG of pregnant woman. The characteristic that enables fetal extraction is due to the correlation between maternal ECG signals with the abdominal ECG signal. The network makes the input signal, noisy maternal ECG, as closely as possible to the target signal (abdominal signal), thus the error between the maternal signal and abdominal signal would be the fetal signal (Sahin et al., 2010).

The adaptive linear neural network (ADALINE) architecture uses the adaptive filtering approach, that is the combination of ADALINE and delay line. According to the concept of the delay line, the input signal MECG enters and passes through the N-1 delays and the output of the delay line is an N-dimensional vector, made up of the input signal at the current time, the previous signal, which is fed to the ADALINE. For the less complexity, the value of N is considered 2. The adaptive filter linear neural network as shown in Figure 2 where the MECG, which is predicted and closely to the AECG, passes through the 1 delay and the delayed output is multiplied by the two corresponding initial weights. After addition of the weighted output, it passes through the linear activation function. Finally, the output of the network was detracted from the target input (AECG) and to reduce the difference between input and target signal (weight) has been updated every step. Therefore, the difference is considered the FECG by suppressing from the AECG.

The maternal ECG, which is the signal to be predicted, enters into network through tapped delay line. The value that enters the network is the current value. The two outputs of the tapped delay lines are actually the previous values of current ECG value. The three values are multiplied with three weights value. Three weighted values enter a summer and linear transfer function. Since the target is the abdominal ECG of pregnant woman, the network changes the weight on each time step to minimize the error. If the error is zero, then the network output is exactly equal to target ECG.

**PRESENTATION OF WORK, ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION**

A GUI program was written in Matlab to detect the changes in extracted fetal ECG by different values of momentum, learning rate and initial weights used in the network. Three signals were shown in the program. They were target signal (the abdominal ECG of pregnant woman), maternal signal (the noisy abdominal ECG) and the output signal (the difference between target signal and maternal signal). The program allows users to adjust the values of momentum, learning rate and initial weights and observe the changes in extracted fetal ECG.
woman), output or the signal estimated from network (which was close to maternal ECG) and the difference between these two signals (which was the fetal signal). Three radio buttons were used to choose which signal to display.

First, a smooth and noise free signal was used to extract the fetal ECG. Two neurons were used; therefore, the network was a two-weight network. The learning rate and momentum was set as 0.8 and 0.5, respectively. The difference between the target and estimated signal, which is fetal ECG signal that need to be extracted, showed a satisfactory waveform.

At the second step, noisy signal was fed into the network. The same learning rate, momentum and initial weights were used to compare the difference between smooth signals and noisy signals. Since the input was noisy, the estimated signal was also quite noisy. When the noise was too high, the amplitude was almost equivalent to the amplitude of the fetal ECG. To get a better signal for detecting QRS complex, the fetal ECG was raised to the power of two, thus the peaks was larger than the noise. The noisy target signal, the estimated signal and the difference between target and estimated signals are shown in Figure 3.

The effects of learning rate and momentum on fetal ECG extraction were also studied. When the learning rate was set to very small values, the estimated output signal did not resemble the maternal ECG component in abdominal ECG of pregnant woman. The estimated signal was either too large or too small.

Since not all the maternal ECG was estimated, the subtraction between the estimated ECG and target ECG

![Figure 3. Network in noisy environment; (a) target signal, (b) estimated signal and (c) difference signal (fetal ECG).](image-url)
will not produce the desired fetal ECG. Some parts of the maternal ECG were still included. It shows that before 500 samples, the fetal ECG still consists of maternal ECG. Therefore, low learning rate value was not suitable. When high value of learning rate was used, the estimated signal was very close to maternal ECG, because the input maternal ECG was closely correlated to the target abdominal ECG of pregnant woman. The estimated and the difference signal are shown in Figure 4 when learning rate was high.

When high value of momentum was used, the global minimum error surface was missed out, causing the fetal ECG extracted incorrect. It was found that low value of momentum produces good results as shown in Figure 5.

Another factor that affects the output of the network was the initial weights. The weights were randomized at small values at the beginning of the training. However, when the weights were too high, the network had difficulties adjusting the weight. The network reached saturation easily; causing no further improvement to the network to be done. The results were reasonably well with the moderate initial weights as shown in Figure 6.

Adaptive linear neural network filter was used to reduce the noise by functioning similar as moving average windows. The noise was greatly reduced with delay neuron equals to 6 as shown in Figure 7. However, when neuron number was decreased to 2, the output was still quite noisy. When the number of delay neuron was increased to a large number 12, the output was greatly attenuated. Care must be taken in order for the right number of delay neurons to be chosen.

**Conclusion**

The proposed approach of using adaptive neural network to extract fetal ECG was successfully designed, implemented and tested. The output was reasonably well in both normal and noisy abdominal ECG of pregnant woman. By using adaptive filter, desirable signal will not be filtered out, like in conventional filter method. Instead, it is subtracted out by comparison between input and target. Therefore, an appropriate window size or frequency...
needs not to be chosen like in conventional method. Currently, we are conducting further research to develop the adaptive filter, since for each signal, the right values of delay neuron number, weight, learning rate and momentum needs to be chosen.
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